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Background

Human beings make decisions moment to moment!

Decision-making?



Background

Two systems of decision-making
(Collins & Cockburn, 2020; Daw, 2018; Daw et al., 2005)



Background

Model-based control and psychopathology (Gillan et al., 2016)

Multi-stage 
decision-making task with 

monetary reward



Background

(Bienvenu et al., 2012) (Fergus & Wu, 2009)

Similarities between OCD and anxiety



Background

Aberrant decision-making in anxiety patients might be dependent on the context!

Decision-making in anxiety patients (Aylward et al., 2019)



Context, model-based control, and anxiety
Research gap

Regardless of the context,
model-based control is not associated with 

anxiety level. 

Depending on the context, model-based 
control might be deficient in highly anxious 

people.

Hypothesis I Hypothesis II

It remains unclear because previous literature…

● Mostly investigated model-based control with reward but not punishment

● Did not focus on the relationship between anxiety and model-based control



Model-based control in reward and punishment
Design

Counterbalanced



Hypotheses
Design

Replication: in reward condition, anxiety level will not be associated with 
model-based control (Gillan et al., 2016).

In punishment condition, anxiety level will be negatively associated with 
model-based control.

Replication: in punishment condition, anxiety level will be positively 
associated with the second-stage learning rate (Aylwards et al., 2019).



Participants and surveys
Method



Task: multi-stage, two-step task (Gillan et al., 2016) 
Method

To learn more: Daw, N. D., Gershman, S. J., Seymour, B., Dayan, P. & Dolan, R. J. Model-Based Influences on Humans’ Choices and Striatal Prediction Errors. Neuron 69, 1204–1215 (2011).



Analysis
Method

1 Behavioral analysis

2 Computational modeling analysis

3 Correlation analysis



Data exclusion
Result  

Experiment I Experiment II Experiment III

Participated 12 4 32

Excluded 1.  1 0 5

Excluded 2. 1 2 3

Total 10 2 24

Low reward sensitivity (e.g., P(win|common rewarded) < 0.5)) (Otto et al., 2013) 

Same first stage response in over 95% trials (Gillan et al., 2016)

Exclusion criteria 
1

2

N = 34 (male: 16)

Different experiment parameters (Experiment II)3



Behavioral analysis: stay probability
Result  

(Gillan et al., 2016)



Computational modeling 
Result  

● Hierarchical Bayesian analysis

● Three reinforcement-learning models:

○ 7 parameters (original)

■ 6 parameters + lambda (= eligibility trace)

○ 6 parameters

■ 4 parameters but two learning rates and two inverse temperatures 

(for each stage) 

○ 4 parameters

■ One learning rate and one inverse temperature + perseverance + 

model-based weight

(Ahn  et al., 2017)



Model Comparison

Computational modeling
Result  

→ Best: 6-parameter model

Reward Punishment



Correlation I: anxiety scores with learning rate
Result: testing hyp. I 

Group-level posterior distribution

Anxiety level was not 
significantly related 
to learning rate in 
either condition.

The mean of the 
group-level learning 
rate parameter value 
was greater in the 
punishment 
condition.

1

2

Reward Punishment



Correlation II: survey scores with model-based weight
Result: testing hyp. II & III 
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Correlation III: survey scores & model parameters
Result  

Survey scores with age, order and sex Model parameter values



Multiple regression analysis I: state anxiety
Result: testing hyp. II & III 

Model (w_pun, w_rew: model-based weight in punishment and reward, respectively)



Regression result: coefficient values

DV: model-based weight in punishment DV: model-based weight in reward
→ Model-based weight was negatively associated with state anxiety scores only in the punishment condition! 

(Hyp. II & III)

Result: testing hyp. II & III 



Multiple regression analysis II: punishment-focused
Result: testing hyp. II & III 



Multiple regression analysis III: punishment-focused
Result: testing hyp. II & III 



Multiple regression analysis IV: trait anxiety
Model (w_pun, w_rew: model-based weight in punishment and reward, respectively)

Result: testing hyp. II & III 



Summary
Conclusion

Learning rate in the second-stage was greater with punishment than with 
reward.

Anxiety level was not associated with model-based control with reward. 

State anxiety was negatively associated with model-based control in 
punishment, after controlling for other psychiatric symptom scores.



Limitations
● Modeling: no dissociation between negative and positive learning rate 

(i.e. only one second-stage learning rate in each condition)

● Analysis relying on self-reported measures

● Mostly correlational

● Unclear interpretation on the order effect 

● Difference between state and trait anxiety

Conclusion
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Thank you for your listening!



Supp. I Impulsivity & Model-based weight
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Supp. II Data exclusion

Pilot I Pilot II Actual

Duration 20.11.23-27 20.11.28 20.11.30-

# of participants 12 4 32

Differences
(outcome probabilities)

- Two sets of random 
distributions (counterbalanced)

-All initialized at 0.50

- One set of random 
distributions 

- Initialized at 
0.25, 0.75 and 0.40, 0.60 

- One set of random 
distributions 

- Initialized at 
0.40, 0.45, and 0.50, 0.55


